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• What is the Planned Unit Development (PUD) Overlay District? 
 

The PUD district is an overlay of alternative regulations, including procedures and 
standards, designed to encourage the efficient use of land and resources, promote 
greater efficiency in public and utility services, promote orderly improvement of 
property in accordance with community plans, and to encourage innovation in the 
planning and building of all types of development.  It may permit uses, as well as 
increases in the density or intensity of development beyond that permitted as-of-right 
in a zone district.  The overlay district is applicable to all land, except for existing 
Planned Districts (also known as Double Letter districts), within the jurisdiction of 
the Hamilton County Zoning Resolution. 

 
• How is the PUD Overlay District Utilized? 
 

A landowner may either develop their property in compliance with as-of-right 
density, intensity, and other zoning standards, or may elect to utilize PUD Overlay 
District regulations following the submission and approval of a PUD plan. 

 

In a Residential Zone District a PUD (also referred to as a PUD-1) may be utilized, 
following submission of a plan and approval by the RZC at a public hearing, to 
achieve a more efficient use of land and public utilities or to achieve innovative 
design solutions or other development objectives that would not otherwise be 
permitted.  Depending on the unique situation, the lot size, building setbacks, and 
other zoning standards may be modified through the PUD process.  Residential 
subdivisions would still require the standard approval process of the Regional 
Planning Commission.  For multi-family residential PUDs in the “D” Multiple 
Residence District, a second hearing is required before the Board of County 
Commissioners for developments with greater than 9.7 dwelling units per acre (this 
type of PUD is also referred to as a PUD-2). 

 

In Non-Residential Zone Districts a PUD process (also referred to as a PUD-1), 
which requires submission of a plan and approval by the RZC at a public hearing, is 
required for any proposed development that is classified as Moderate or High 
Intensity.  Moderate and High intensity uses are classified as uses with an impervious 
surface ratio (ISR) of 0.60 or greater (more than 60% of the site is covered by 
impervious surfaces such as a building or paved areas).  When permissible by Section 
3-2 of the Zoning Resolution, a PUD may also be requested in order to approve a 
Low Intensity (ISR less than 0.60) development with a proposed use that would 
otherwise be prohibited in a zone district.   

 

Refer to the Table of Permissible Uses (Section 3-2 of the Zoning Resolution) to 
determine whether a proposed project falls within a low, moderate, or high intensity 
range or if the proposed land use is permissible in a zone district.  The process 
through which the PUD district regulations may be applied to a property is not a 
rezoning, zone change, or legislative amendment process as established by the Ohio 
Revised Code.  It is an administrative process utilizing an overlay district to regulate 
uses, density, and/or intensity through the Planned Unit Development procedure. 
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• What are the Criteria for Evaluation of a PUD? 
 

Among factors to be considered by the RZC (and BCC when applicable) in 
evaluating PUD applications are: 

a) Compliance with the Zoning Resolution and with the purposes of the Zone District in 
which the proposed use and development is to be located; 

b) Applicability of and consistency with adopted objectives and policies of the County 
related to land use and township plans duly adopted by the Regional Planning 
Commission; 

c) Compatibility with surrounding land uses; 

d) Whether the size and physical features of the project area enable adequate protection 
of surrounding property and orderly and coordinated improvement of property in the 
vicinity of the site; 

e) Whether the proposed phasing of the development is appropriate and the development 
can be substantially completed within the period of time specified in the schedule of 
development submitted by the applicant; 

f) Whether the proposed development is served adequately and efficiently by essential 
public facilities and services which are in existence or are planned; 

g) Whether significant scenic or historic features, as identified in plans duly adopted by 
the Regional Planning Commission, are adequately conserved; 

h) Whether modifications of the zoning or other regulations are warranted by the 
innovative design of the development plan; 

i) The adequacy of proposed pedestrian circulation system to insulate pedestrian 
circulation from vehicular movement; 

j) The adequacy of the provisions for visual and acoustical privacy. 

k) Whether the development includes an appropriate amount of, and appropriate access 
to, dedicated open space. 

 

Any modifications or variances to specific Zoning Resolution requirements must be 
accompanied by specific findings describing how the ten standards will still be met. 

 
• How do I apply for a PUD? 
 

In order to apply for a PUD, a pre-application meeting must be scheduled with the 
Administrative Official to discuss the procedures, standards, and current schedule for 
submitting a PUD application.  The PUD Plan submitted as part of the application 
may be either: a) conceptual site plan, provided it is accompanied by specifications 
detailing the scope and features of the development, or b) detailed site plan, 
containing specific location, size, and type of features of the development. 
 

When a PUD application requires other zoning approvals for the overall project, (a 
zone amendment or rezoning) the applications should be filed concurrently.  Action 
by the appropriate Commission(s) shall occur within the appropriate time period for 
the individual applications, which may be longer in the case of a zone amendment 
and PUD application. 
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• What are the Processing Procedures for a PUD? 
 

The minimum processing time for a PUD-1 is approximately 45 days.  Processing 
time for a PUD-2 is approximately 60 days.  The following steps shall apply to all 
PUD applications unless otherwise stated: 
 

a) Applicant meets with the Administrative Official for informal discussion of 
process and review of the development concept. 

 

b) Applicant officially files the case by submitting a complete PUD application 
packet containing the appropriate application form, a letter of intent, concept 
drawings, and the application fee to the Administrative Official.  The deadline for 
submission is generally 6 weeks prior to the RZC public hearing. 

 

c) Public Prehearing Conference is facilitated by RZC staff and is held in the 
township.  This is an informal meeting where all property owners within 200 feet 
of the site are invited to learn about the proposed project and provide input and 
voice concerns.   

 

d) Notice of the RZC Public Hearing is sent to township officials, a local 
newspaper, and to all property owners located within 200’ of the site. 

 

e) A staff report and recommendation is prepared according to factors identified as 
“General Standards for PUD Plan Approval” and incorporating comments from 
other departments, agencies, and officials. 

 

f) Rural Zoning Commission holds a public hearing at a regular meeting of the 
RZC, usually on the third Thursday of the month at 1:00 pm.  The RZC will 
consider the factors for PUD approval, the recommendation of staff, and all 
relevant testimony and any correspondence received and take final action of 
approval, denial, or modification for a PUD-1 or forward a recommendation to 
BCC on a PUD-2. 

 

NOTE:  The Following Steps apply only to PUD-2 Applications 
 

g) Notice of the (BCC) Public Hearing is sent to township officials, a local 
newspaper, and to all property owners located within 200’ of the site. 

 

h) Board of County Commissioners holds a public hearing at a regular meeting 
of the Board, usually three (3) to five (5) weeks following the RZC public 
hearing.  At the conclusion of the BCC public hearing, the Board considers all 
recommendations, testimony, and correspondence received and adopts, denies, or 
modifies the PUD-2 plan. 

 
• What happens following the approval of a PUD application? 

 

a) Once a PUD has been approved, the applicant shall submit five (5) full-size 
copies and one 11” x 17” reduced copy of the final revised plan, known as the 
PUD Zoning Compliance Plan, incorporating all modifications and conditions of 
approval. Following review, the Administrative Official certifies that the PUD 
Zoning Compliance Plan is correct.  

 

b) The applicant may then contact the Rural Zoning Commission and submit a 
zoning certificate application form and additional site plans and fees as required 
for processing of the certificate. 
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• Can an Approved PUD Plan be Modified or Adjusted? 
 

Approved PUD plans may be modified either through the Minor Adjustment or 
Major Adjustment processes for changes that do not violate a condition of approval 
contained in a BCC Resolution or require changes to a recorded easement.  
Modifications that do not meet the requirements for Minor or Major Adjustments 
must be considered a new application and shall follow the appropriate procedures for 
PUD approval.  For more detailed information and to find the criteria to determine if 
a modification qualifies as a minor or major adjustment refer to ADJUSTMENTS TO 
PUD PLANS - USER’S GUIDE or Section 18-9 of the Zoning Resolution. 

 


